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About This Game

The greatest grappling game returns to take on the world!
Customize every aspect of the match, from your wrestler to the ring itself, in your fight for the championship belt.

PLAY ONLINE 
Organize exhibition matches, tournaments, leagues, championship bouts and battle royals with players from around the
world.

MIX UP THE RULES
Modes include Deathmatch (steel cage, barbed wire or landmines), no-holds barred Gruesome Fighting, and SWA
homebrew rules that mix pro wrestling and MMA.

UNLIMITED CUSTOMIZATION
Create your dream wrestler from over a thousand devastating moves and even more body parts to battle for custom
championship belts. Personalize the ring, mat logos and even the referee!

REALISTIC SIMULATION
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Give your creations personalities with a robust CPU logic system that defines their every action. Does your wrestler play
to the crowd, or play dirty? You provide actors for the ringside drama.
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Title: Fire Pro Wrestling World
Genre: Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Spike Chunsoft Co., Ltd.
Publisher:
Spike Chunsoft Co., Ltd.
Release Date: 18 Dec, 2017
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Game controls are terrible. People will argue the game play doesn't require in depth controls, but reality is the game plays the
way it does out of laziness and could have been a lot better. I just want to wrestle, not spend hours upon hours just learning how
to strike someone. As much as I hate to say it just get WWE2k, sadly, it's a better series.. Possibly the most well rounded
wrestling game ever created
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Lamentum, Decisions will mark your path:
Hi!

We continue to work hard in Lamentum and today we would like to talk about the importance of decisions in our survival
horror.

From the beginning of the development we were always clear that Lamentum has several finals available depending on the
decisions we choose while we play. But... How are decisions made in Lamentum?

During your gameplay, you will meet several characters that may influence the course of the story and that will force us to
decide what we want to do.

Some decisions will be presented through a system of elections in the dialogues.

But this is not the only way to make decisions in Lamentum ... To whom will you give the object? Which way will you choose?
Did you solve the puzzle correctly?

We do not want to make spoilers but your way of playing will influence the story...
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. We have a new
website!:
We have a new website! ������

https://obscuretales.com/

In it you can find all the relevant information about Lamentum in addition to new images, details about the game system,
combat, enemies and many new Gifs!

. Planet Zoo HammerHelm INFRA Tiska Buska Kz NTools : Fix Your Network Lamentum Lamentum languages:
Hi!

Our steam page is available in new languages (English, Chinese, Spanish, German, Italian, French, Japanese)
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We have also updated the languages in which Lamentum will be translated.

Please, if you find an error, we would appreciate it if you would let us know. ;)

We are still working hard for Lamentum to be available by the end of 2019!
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